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VOLUME XXXI. No. 31

D a rre ll P a rk e r
F oresters H old Annual
Features for ALPHA
Accepts Request
Dance Tonight Honoring
Summer Term LEAD
To Address Group
Paul Bunyan and Babe
A re Released
Ticket Sales for All-School Celebration Show Sellout for First
In Several Years; Twenty Dances Are Listed on Program;
No Smoking Will Be Allowed in Gymnasium

Parker Will Speak to Conference;
Daughters and Smith Will
Time I
Attend Meeting
Educational Conference and School
Darrell Parker, instructor in the
Department of English, has been in
vited to speak before the Northwest
Speech conference on April 7, which
will be held in conjunction with the
Inland Empire Teachers’ convention
in Spokane on April 6, 7 and 8.
Mr. Parker is speaking at the in
vitation of Professor Daggy of Wash
ington State college, who is president
of the Northwest Speech conference.
He will speak on “The Use of CrossExamination in College Debate.”
Dr. F. 0. Smith, head of the Depart
ment of Psychology, and Dr. Free
man Daughters, dean of the School
of Education, will attend the conven
tion as representatives of the State
University. Professor H. G. Merriam
and Rufus A. Coleman, of the Depart
ment of English, also plan to attend
the convention.

For Writers Will Be Held Here
During Summer Session

PHI, SIGMA NU
SOCIAL GROUPS
IN QUARTER AVERAGES

Kappa Tau Leads Organizations for Fall Term With Average of 33.38;
Corbin Hall Attains Highest Rating of Dormitories;
Women Lead Men in Grade Points

Creative writing and the Montana
conference -on educational problems
Alpha Phi, with an average of 23.79 grade points, led the sororities
will be two of the special features of and Sigma Nu, with an average of 18.84, led the fraternities in grade
he summer session at the State Uni
averages for the fall quarter, 1931. Delta Delta Delta and Alpha Xi
versity this year.
Delta were second and third, respectively, among the sororities and
A
six
week’s
school
of
creative
writ
-------^school
try to have the Ball as
EVERY quarter, every regularly
^ Kappa Sigma and Sigma Alpha Ep
ing, pertaining to the novel, drama,
close as possible to Charter Day which
silon followed in line in the fraternity
enrolled, unmarried student pays
verse and other creative work, will
is February 17,” said A1 Spaulding,
Senior
Garb
Will
Be
Chosen
averages. The sorority averages were:
a health fee of $2.50. In return stu
Assistants’ Applications
be held. During the fifth week, July
chief push, yesterday. “Ticket sales
Alpha Phi, 23.79; Delta Delta Delta,
By
Newly
Named
Committee
dents who . seek immediate care for
18, 19, 20, a three-day conference for
Must Be in Next Thursday 13.37; Alpha Xi Delta, 23.08; Kappa
have been excellent, registering a com
injuries or'illnesses should get it. But
writers will be staged. Following this
plete sellout for the first time in sev
Alpha
Theta, 20.73; Sigma Kappa,
Hazel
Borders,
president
of
students get hurt or become ill
conference will be the four-day trip
Applications for assistant minor
eral years.”
20.23; Delta Gamma, 19.10; Kappa
Quadrons, chose Georgia Mae Metthrough fate, and not according to
to Glacier park.
sports managers must be handed
Under
the
direction
of
Spaulding
Delta, 19.08; Zeta Chi, 18.86; Kappa
len of Dillon, Mary Hegland of
office hours. Yet, if a student call a
The Montana conference on educa
to either Bob Hendon, chairman
Kappa Gamma, 18.03; Alpha Chi •
Great Falls and Martha Sherman and his aides, the foresters have com
doctor without official approval, he
tional problems, which is to be held
of the minor sports board, or
pleted the vast decorating schedule
Omega, 17.62.
of
Hamilton
to
work
with
her
on
must pay his own bill. If one takes
the fifth week of the session, will be
Harry Adams, director of intra
The fraternity averages were as
the garb committee for senior | that was begun Wednesday night.
into consideration the amount of
characterized by round table discus mural athletics, before next
Section
37—Paul
Bunyan’s
orphan
plot
follows: Sigma Nu, 18.84; Kappa
women, at the monthly meeting
sions, investigations, the outline of
money spent in salaries,' doctor bills
Thursday. Two or more assist-,
| —is now a maze of greenery and light
Sigma, ,18.19; Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
of
Quadrons,
senior
women’s
or
techniques and other procedures. The
and hospital bills, it looks as if the
ant managers will be chosen, one
.46; Delta Sigma Lambda, 17.38; Phi
ganization, which was held yester ing effects. The metamorphosis which
contributions of the regular summer of whom will become the next
school could establish a regular in
Delta Theta, 16.37; Sigma Phi Epsilon,
day afternoon at 5 o'clock at the the huge gymnasium has undergone
session
staff
will
be
capitalized
and
manager and will receive an M
firmary, where students could go at
the past few days has transformed the
15.99; Alpha Tau Omega, 14.71; Sigma
Alpha
Xi
Delta
house.
Samples
of
outside speakers, experts in the vari sweater for his services. Any man
any time and receive proper care from
Chi, 14.13; Phi Sigma Kappa, 13.81.
the various garbs chosen for con entire place into a scenic wonder, of
ous fields, will be in attendance for
not on probation is eligible and
either a doctor or an assistant
fering an excellent rendezvous for the
Kappa Tau Leads
sideration by the committee will
the week of conference, July 25-29.
may apply for one of these jobs.
true spirit of the old frontier days.
Kappa Tau, honorary scholastic fra
be shown at the next meeting
The meetings of the conference will' The petition must be accompanied
E ARE not given to alibiing, but
The Ranger’s Dream and the big
ternity, had the highest average of any
where they will be voted on. The
deal with problems in administration, by a certificate of eligibility and
sometimes we feel that we must
one group with 33.38. The averages
meeting will be held the first western bar room, which are consid
supervision, *elementary education,
these notices of eligibility must be
ered the two big points of interest,
of other honorary and extra-curricu
Thursday of next month at the
justify what we say or do not say.
secondary education, school finance,
in the registrar’s office at least
again have been placed among the
lar groups were: Mortar Board, 23.67;
Delta Delta Delta house.
Recently an event happened on this
school health, vocational guidance,
five days prior to the day wanted.
added attractions.
Masquers, 23.54 A. W. S. officers,
campus which was news of interest to
general and special methods. It is
Eligibility
Requirements
Are
Met
20.50; Silent Sentinel, 19.83; TananBegins
at
9
o’Clock
almost every student here. And ever
planned to have a one-day program of
of-Spur, 19.55; Bear Paw, 15.58; M
By Hawks, Metlen, Gardner
Dancing will begin promptly at 9
since its occurrence we have been re
educational talking pictures with lec
club, 13.32; Varsity football, 12.73;
This Quarter
o’clock and will continue until 1
ceiving more or less constant criticism
tures and demonstrations by educators
Central Board officers, 11.67; fresh
o’clock with music by Phil Sheridan
for not saying anything on the sub
of national reputation. This confer
man
football, 10.33.
Montana
Masquers,
who
reorganized
and
his
nine-piece
band.
“The
pro
ject. We must admit that we felt the
ence will be conducted by the School
The senior class officers were
gram will consist of 20 dances. Each last quarter into the Masquers and the of Education.
forced withdrawal of four students for
higher
than any other group of class
doing what countless other students Attempt to Restore Use of Thumb Is couple should withhold three dances State University Players, have com
Alpha Kappa Psl Meets Tuesday at officers with two members averaging
for a time in which to go to the For pleted a list of members of the two
have done was unjust. But if the in
Made by Surgeon
Sanford Home
28.50. The sophomore class was sec
estry building for lunch,” said Spauld organizations.
stitution's administrative officers did
ond with four averaging 26.63; fresh
Students hiust have earned 30 points
ing.
not recognise the injustice of it, noth
It is too early to tell with cer
to
become
eligible
for
election
into
Glenn Frisbie, Thompson Falls, Rus man, four, ,24.50; junior, five, 17.83.
ing we could say would point it out to tainty, but we believe that the opera As in other years, the lunch will
sell Kinney, Missoula, and Earle Residents of Corbin hall had the
them. Nor do we feel that we should tion will restore to Rodney McCall be served in two parts of the build Masquers and 15 for State University
Heagy, Anaconda, were initiated into highest average of students in dorm
start a campaign against drinking, the use of his thumb,” Dr. P. T. Mc ing., The library in the. School * of ,Player^, hPoints, ace.earned by partici
pation
in
plays
and
work
done
upon
Alpha Kappa Psl, national honorary itories. Its average was 21.82, while
since even journalists are created with Carthy said last night. McCall, a Forestry will serve as a dining room,
sets
and
furniture.
It
is
possible
for
and'
when
it
becomes
filled,
the
as
commercial
fraternity, last Tuesday at that of North hall was 20.65 and South
original sin and we believe in the old sophomore student whose home is in
Rnquel, Borge Will Discuss Japanese
the home of Professor E. R-. Sanford. hall, 16.86. The averages within the
proverb about people who dwell in Missoula, underwent an unusual oper sembly room on the second floor of a student to earn 10 points with a
Aggression in Relation
dormitories were: Corbin, upperclass
major
part
in
a
major
production
and
the building will be used. Duffy’s
houses of breakable substances.
About twenty-five members of the
To Philippines
ation Tuesday morning for a severed
men, 26.71, and freshmen, 18.31; North,
fun-makers, a novelty band, will en five points with a major par in a minor
fraternity, including active members,
tendon in his thumb.
upperclassmen, 21.65, and freshmen,
play.
tertain during the supper hours.
pledges and alumni, attended the ban
INCE we’re on the subject of liquor
McCall has been unable to use his |
20.02; South, upperclassmen, 22.46.
The following people are Masquers
An inter-club debate will be held
Programs and favors will be given
it might be recalled that Co-ed thumb since the football season when out at the door. People will be under the new Masquer constitution; Monday night in Main hall auditorium quet immediately following the initia and freshmen, 16.32.
tion. Charles Mason, toastmaster,
The freshman class averaged 15.26
Formal was the dryest dance of the it was injured from violent muscular branded with Paul’s old running iron Clifton Hemgren, Missoula; Miriam at 8:30 o’clock when Marciano Raquel
called bn the following men for short
grade points, 3.10 under the average
year. But there were lots of balloons strain. The time that has elapsed had when they arrive so that there will be Barnhill, Missoula; William Brown, and Nemesio Borge, reresenting the
talks: Kenneth Davis, Oilmont; Her
for the whole school. The average
—so everyone had a good time. Which greatly aggravated the situation—the no trouble in returning to Section 37 Helena; Radcliffe Maxey, Missoula; Debate union, will meet a team com
bert Verheek, Ray Farmer, Dean R. C.
credit hours carried by the freshmen
may furnish a solution to the drinking tendon contracting until it was drawn after they have left the building for j Franklin Long, Eureka; Rowe Morrell, posed of John Coleman and James
Line, Charles Gaughan, Missoula;
were 15.75; 15.90 for the man and
Washington, D. C.; Curtis Barnes, Likes, representing Check, campus
problem to those who are interested up two inches into his arm. McCall lunch.
Glenn Frisbie, Thompson Falls, and
15.50 for the women, while the index
Lewistown; Harold Fitzgerald, Mis discussion group.
in it: supply the populace with bal was on the operating table over two
No Smoking
H.
A.
Tinker,
a
member
of
Alpha
for the class was .969, that of the men
The question to be used in this de
loons and dolls and toy cannons, and hours.
An absolute ban on smoking inside soula; Paul Treichler, Missoula;
Kappa Psl at the University of Idaho,
The
injury
was
received
during
foot
being .855 and the women 1.170. The
they will be happy and sober at the
the gymnasium will be enforced by George Bovingdon, Missoula; Michael bate is, Resolved, that the Philippine
Robert Paterson, Conrad, and Glenn total freshman men, 345, had an av
ball practice last season, and believing
Islands
should
have
immediate
inde
Kennedy,
Belt;
Evelyn
Blaeser,
Mis
same time. * *
members of the Forestry club. With
Lloyd,
Great
Falls,
furnished
music
it to be an injury to the nerve in his
erage of 13.59. Freshman men living
the huge structure literally covered soula; Jeanette McGrade, Butte; Alice pendence. The. Debate union repre during the banquet
in fraternity houses, 51, averaged 8.71,
HILDISH instincts were further thumb, McCall did not get alarmed with inflamable trees and boughs, it Taylor, Missoula; Sterling Stapp, Bill sentatives will uphold the affirmative
until recently.
side of the question. Both members
while those living in South hall, 125,
ings
and
Marion
Smith,
Great
Falls.
exhibited at Interfraternity For
is necessary that smoking be posi
averaged 16.32, and those living in
Georgia Mae Metlen, Dillon; Gertrude of*the team are natives of the Philip
tively forbidden.
mal. The mob instinct was given full
places other than fraternity houses or
The big wheel with its load of logs Hawks, Great Falls and Taylor Gard pine Islands and are well informed on
expression when men plowed over
the question.
South hall, 169, averaged 13.04.
and the baby caterpillar which is be ner, Missoula, have become elegible
each other and over their coats to get
School Averages
for
election
into
Masquers
and
their
Darrell
Parker,
debate
coach,
will
ing used as an attraction on the
their own or their partners’ wraps,
preside and the cross-examination sys
Averages for the entire school were:
campus was made possible through names will be voted upon at the next
which were by that time sadly soiled.
Total
for
men,
16.54; fraternity men,
meeting.
tem
of
debate
will
be
used.
The
debate
the courtesy of the Polleys Lumber
It wasn't as much fun as tearing down
16.17; living In chapter houses, 14.40;
Members of the State University will replace the regular weekly meet
company and the Westmont Tractor
the balloons at one dance, and the
those living elsewhere, 17.30; non-fra
Players are: Vernon Hoven, Antelope; ing of the Debate union and is open
company.
crepe paper at the other, but was more
to the public. The decision will be
ternity men, 17.03; total women, 20.92;
Six judges, whose names have been John McKay, Noxon; Eddie Astle,
disastrous. It’s a good thing that
Hardin; Helen Fleming, Missoula; given by the audience.
sorority women, 20.30; living in chap
Tryouts
for
Squad
to
Make
Pacific
withheld, will judge the costumes of
Montana produces sturdy men.
ter house, 21.95; those living else
Professors for Summer School the dancers and four prizes will be Jack Toole, Kippen; Grant Kelleher, “The chief present interest in the
Coast Tour Will Be
situation
is
due
to
the
existing
con
Butte;
Robert
Busey,
Missoula;
Ruth
where, 19.32; non-sorority women.
Of Education Include
awarded to the four people whose cos
Tomorrow
HE oldest senior song is being
Bernier, Helena; Eugene Hunton, Mis troversy between Japan* and China,’
21.75;
total for men and women, 18.36;
tumes are most typical of the early
Montana Teachers
soula; James Speer, Great Falls; Parker said, “and its possible effect
total fraternity men and women, 17.90;
sung. ’’Activity lists are due.” It
frontier days.
Sylvia Sweetman, Billings; Jack on the Philippines, should the United
Tryouts for a team to represent the those living in chapter houses, 17.47,
seems unimportant just now that the
Dean Freeman Daughters of the
O'Brien, Butte; Peter Meloy, Town States be drawn into armed contro- State University on the Pacific coast and those living elsewhere, 18.16; non
lists be turned in immediately. But
MATHEMATICS CLUB MEETS
School of Education, announced yes
irsy with Japan.”
send, and Ruth Wold, Laurel.
debate
tour will be held tomorrow fraternity men and women, 18.97.
when spring comes these same seniors terday that the summer session stall
This is a second of a series of inter morning at 10 o’clock in Main hall
The total men and women of the
will wonder why the Sentinel is late of that school had been selected, with
Mathematics club held a meeting
Dorothy Rogers, sophomore, daugh club debates which have been planned auditorium, it was announced.
school, 1,324. carried an average of
- and forget that there was a date set the exception of one person who has Wednesday night in Craig hall at 7:15
ter of Captain and Mrs. Fred Rogers, for the quarter, the first being an
15.57 hours, with an average of 18.36
Eight
men
have
signified
their
in
for them to turn in certain copy for it. not yet signified his acceptance.
o’clock and a large number of stu is in St. Patrick’s hospital follbwing engagement between the Debate union
tention of entering the tryouts. They grade points and an index of 1.179.
The faculty of the present academic dents in the Department of Mathe an emergency operation for appendi and the International club. A return
are Edward Alexander, Whitehall The men, 774, averaged 16.64 hours
p RADE point statistics just re- year for the School of Education, matics were present. Lovira Hart, citis Tuesday evening.
engagement is planned for Febru Grant Kelleher, Butte; Harvey Thirl with 16.64 grade points and an index
V i leased show a general improve which consists of Dean Freeman Missoula, gave a paper on “Rates of
ary 15.
oway, Butte; Melvin Magnuson, of 1.065, while 550 women carried an
Interest in Installment Buying.”
ment in grades during the past quarter Daughters, Prof. W. E. Maddock and
Helena; Mac Carnifle, Missoula; average of 15.61 hours, earned 20.92
over those of the same quarter of last Prof. W. R- Ames, will remain here
Roy Freeburg, assistant professor of Harry Hoffner, Butte; Frank Lanzen grade points and had an index of 1.340.
Clarence
Streit
to
Broadcast
during
the
summer,
while
the
follow
Eddie Krause, Missoula, left for
year. Fraternity, sorority, non-framusic and director of the Grizzly band,
Active and Pledge Averages
Billings, and George Norris,
Talk at 4 :3 0 o’Clock Today has been confined to his home for the dorfer,
ternity, non-sorority and all-school ing additions will be made to the staff: Butte Thursday afternoon on a short
Anaconda. Three of these men, Car
Actives Pledges
Fraternity
Louis C. Tidball, Gray’s Harbor business trip. He will return Sat
past week with a cold.
averages are much better than those
nine, Hoffner and Lanzendorfer, are Sigma Nu ........ .......... .. 22.58
15.25
Clarence K. Streit, '19, foreign
°f autumn, 1930. Honorary organiza- junior college, Aberdeen, Wash.; Dr. urday evening.
freshmen,
but
have
had
considerable
22.82
15.00
Kappa
Sigma
..........
correspondent for the New York
dons, on the other hand, with the C. R. Wiseman, professor of education
high
school
debating
experience,
15.25
.
19.94
Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon.
Times at Geneva, Switzerland, and
exception of Kappa Tau, show a de at South Dakota State college; Prof.
rest have previously competed in var Delta Sigma Lambda .. 21.88
13.34
also president of “the Foreign
crease. With an even larger enroll Leora Hapner, Montana State college;
sity or freshman debate.
15.64
Phi Delta Theta ........ .. 16.91
Correspondents’ association, will
C.
G.
Manning,
superintendent
of
ment than last year, it is indeed in
14.90
16.98
Sigma
Phi
Epsilon
___
Although
two
questions
will
be
used
broadcast over the NBC network
teresting to find that the intelligence Lewistown Normal school; Dr. I. N.
12.94
Alpha Tau Omega...... .. 16.09
today at 4:30 o'clock Mountain
Students doing research work In on the tour, chief interest at present
or at least the ability to get grades, Madsen, State Normal school, Lewis Charles Farmer, Helena, will speak
13.44
..
14.70
Standard time, on “The Peace
various phases of psychology, gave is being given to centralized control
of the Average Student is increasing. ton, Idaho, and Ira B. Fee, superin on "Experiments In Etching” this
13.29
..
14.75
Phi
Sigma
Kappa......
of
industry.
Each
speaker
in
the
try
Conference” from Geneva.
reports of their Investigations at the
tendent of Missoula public schools.
afternoon at 2 o’clock in the art room
meeting of Psl Chi Wednesday evening, outs will give a ten minute prepared Active and pledge averages for
Streit graduated from the State
In addition to this group, it is ex
DVICE about the coldness of the
"Lindberg—The Object of Hero Wor speech, followed by a three minute re sororities were:
University, receiving a bachelor
pected that other educators will be of Main hall.
water in the Mill Race was re
sororlt
Actives Pledges
ship,” was jointly discussed by Lucille buttal and must also be ready to speak I Sorority
of arts degree in journalism, and
here for the Montana conference on Mr. Farmer, who graduated from
21.60
ceived last week by the editorial staff educational problems, which will be the State University in 1909, and from
Miller, Sidney, and Leola Stevens, for five minutes on the merits of wage Alpha Phi ................. .. 25.26
he has been connected with the
22.64
Delta Delta D elta---- .. 24.04
°f the Oregon Emerald. The editor held during the fifth week of the sum- 1915 to 1921 was superintendent of the
Poison. Texts, magazine articles and cuts during the present depression.
New York Times at Geneva for
21.83
..
24.09
Alpha
Xi
Delta..........
Due to intense competition, Darrell
°f the latter paper laughed, and
physical plant, has done considerable
newspaper clippings were used in
several years. During his years
mer session.
17.86
Printed a facsimile of the note,
etching as a hobby for the last few here he was prominent on the
study of psychological cause of hero Parker, debate coach, has picked three Kappa Alpha Theta .. . 22.27
18.36
faculty members who will act as Sigma Kappa...... — ... 22.64
ccems impossible that even college
years. He will discuss various proc campus and was editor of the
worship and its nature.
Vernon Mickelson, graduate assist esses In etching and problems the
.'22.65
15.92
students, who are noted for their pe
Mary Elizabeth Woody, Helena, judges and pick a team. The men
Kaimin in 1916, Streit is a char
13.09
...
22.38
Kappa
D
elta...........
chosen
are:
E.
E.
Bennett,
professor
culiarities, could think that they could ant in the Department of English, retalked on "How Employers Hire Help.”
ter member of the local chapter
14.00
organise something of a collegiate
The personal Interview as opposed to of history; Matheus Kast, professor Zeta Chi.................... ... 20.29
of Sigma Delta Chi, men's inter
lather of Eliza9.44
Stack Hand organization. It seems Z I l T X
the recommendation method of hiring of economics, and E. L. Freeman, pro Kappa Kappa Gamma .. 24.90
national journalism fraternity.
T i L , is teach-ibeth and Winifred Farmer, stud,
18.12
...
16.22
Alpha
Chi
Omega.....
fessor
of
English.
•o us the height of foolishness. But
clerical assistance, was analyzed.
mg at Valley Ranch, Wyo„ this year. | at the State University.
someone must cause excitement

The seventeenth annual Forester’s Ball will be held tonight in the
men s gymnasium at 9 o clock. This is the foresters’ big social event
or the year besides being an all-school celebration of the anniversary
of the granting of the State University charter. “In honor to the
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JOEL^jF. OVERHOLSER..

..BUSINESS MANAGER
TO MY VALENTINE
Here’s a box o£ candy fine
For you, my little Valentine.

W as Victor Hugo W rong?
N THE twentieth century war wilt be dead, the scaffold will be
dead, hatred will be dead, frontier boundaries will be dead, dogmas
will be dead; man will live. He will possess something higher
than all these— a country, the whole earth, and a great hope, the
whole heaven.” Thus did Victor Hugo prophesy the passing of the
War Lord, the pertectability of human society. Not fourteen years
have passed since an armistice was signed which ended the most costly
holocaust in the history of mankind. Leading nations of the^ world
paused, dazed, and counted the price— millions of humanity s best
men dead, more millions wounded and gassed, their lives, their ambi
tions and their happiness ruined. Now the world struggles to regain
its economic equilibrium from the financial somersault which was
precipitated, in part, by that war, the cost of which was many, many
billions of dollars.
In Eastern Asia there is a nation, one of the most heavily-populated
on earth, China. In its northeast corner lies Manchuria, one of the
most it not the most promising of undeveloped temperate zone ter
ritories available to man. Bounding Manchuria on the south and east
is Korea, territory of Japan. A few miles east, separated from Korea
by the Japan sea, is Japan, an island exceeding the size of the state
of Montana by less than 2,000 square miles, with a population of
some sixty million persons.
Manchuria is the seat of investment of more than one billion
dollars of Japanese money. The Southern Manchuria railroad, Japan
ese operated, has been financially undermined by new Chinese opera
tions. Japan, the mountainous island, with no agricultural or industrial
prospects, finds its economic freedom in Manchuria a necessity. And
to preserve that freedom, in last September she began the military
occupation of Manchuria.
As the Sino-Japanese fire has smouldered, conditions have ap
proached nearer and nearer the conflagration of war, until with the
landing of Japanese troops in and the bombardment of Shanghai,
largest city in China, the question is recognized by all leading powers
as dangerous.
For the first time in the history of the League of Nations, it remains
to be seen whether or not it can take effective action in a conflict
between two great powers. With the neutral territory of the inter
national settlement endangered and partly occupied by Japanese
troops, it is hard to surmise what the outcome would be of an un
fortunate happening there. Hugo, in his Utopian dream of world
peace, only stated the hopes of the great majority. Whether the in
fluence of great financial interests and economic avariciousness will
prove too much for the league, only time will tell.

I

T he W om an’s Privilege
UR calendar has brought to us again a year evenly divisible
by four, thus making it one in which the positions of men
and women are regarded as reversed. Also since 1932 is a
year of depression we wonder if women will change their stand in
regard to 50-50 clubs. They are standing in a different place now.
Agitation for 50-50 clubs has resulted in their establishment at many
schools. Such clubs have been organized at the University of Idaho,
Oregon State college, University of Washington and the University
of Southern California, besides many others. Instead of the 50-50
basis a group of co-eds at the University of Southern California sug
gested that man’s presence is not worth while unless accompanied
by the gallantry of a 100 per cent payment of material expenses.
Another objector to the 50-50 system at Southern California wishes
to test date applicants by an entirely different system. She thinks
that each man should be graded on certain factors and that it should
be the duty of the woman to pay the resulting percentage. The fol
lowing are the factors of evaluation which she suggests:

■

Intelligence......................................................
Cultural background......................................
Personal appearance......................................
Personality ......................................................
Courtesy ...........................................................
Sense of hu m o r...............................................
Physical fitn ess...............................................
Clear understanding of meaning of “NO” . .
Social p o ise ......................................................
Dancing a b ility ...............................................

20
15
15
10
10
10
5
5
5
5

100
Such a rating would result in unfair discrimination because the
power of judgment is left entirely in the hands of the co-eds. A
substitute would be to hold a conference between both parties and
thus solve controversies as to “intelligence, social poise” and “a clear
understanding of the meaning of ‘NO’.” Men certainly have the right
to expect similar qualifications in the dates which they escort. Their
only advantage is in choosing the dates which they hope will be good
ones. It is only fair then to allow men the same right of evaluation.
Then as the share each should pay could not be determined by that
method, all calculations should be torn up and thrown into a waste
basket.
Co-eds at the University of Washington feel that they would “rather
stay at home and listen to the radio than ride with a date on a. street
car.” The University of Washington Daily warns the co-eds to “heed
the modern trend.” At Idaho co-eds are worried as to who should
tip his hat, open the door or walk on the outside of the sidewalk. The
paper there asks “Why shouldn’t women do a little sacrificing in this
time of depression as well as at other times?”
Women are likely to about-face abruptly and agree with men in
their plea that expenses be divided and even go so far as to say that
the escort should not pay any of the expenses— since it is Leap Year
and they are taking the place of escorts. Well, “It’s a woman’s priv
ilege to change her mind.”

Put it some place where you may
See and want it every day.
But I forbid you, just for spite,
To even take a single bite.
Then, I hope, you’ll finally see
Just how hard you’ve been on me.
You’ll know what awful hell I’ve had
In wanting you so terribly bad.
For you’re just like a luscious peach
That holds itself just out of reach.
And when I get all primed to pet,
A playful kiss is all I get.
I hope, my dear, that soon you’ll know
Just how I like your constant "No.”
When you can’t, endure it more,
And throw this package out the door,
Then it’s possible, you may
Realize why I’ve stayed away.
Yon, children, will probably be as
suprised as Unk was when he heard
the news this morning. You'U prob
ably want to celebrate.
No better time conld be found, chil
dren, than tonight, for celebrating the
birth of another Hogan.
The cable arrived <only this morn
ing: ANNOUNCING THE BIRTH OF
HORACE PETER HOGAN STOP ALL
THREE OF US FEELING RELIEVED.
The cablegram was signed by Pete.
The Hogans are now in Madagascar,
and will probably remain there a
couple of weeks.
Somebody wants to know now, since
we've given the low-down on a senior
woman’s education, just what a man
learns in college.
That’s a tough one to ask anyone
in Unk’s position.

We hope you’ll like him.
IRONSIDE WILL MANAGE
MASQUER TICKET SALES

m

This Week---

The Sport Shop

A Great

Clearance

Neckties
$ 1 AM)

The Sport Shop

COMMUNICATION

We have asked him to refrain from
referring to himself as Vice-Uncle, or
td us as Uncle. Vice.

vutu m Comp

Miss Olson, general field repress,,
Rev. Thomas W. Bennett Talks on
live of the educational department a
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Bible to Campus Fraternity
tbe General Foods corporation
Friday, February 5
York City, was a visitor to the Cep,*
Ball “A Student Looks at the Bible,” was ment of Home Economics of the
Forestry C lu b ............................................................................
***
the subject of a talk given by the University Wednesday.
Saturday, February 6
Rev. Thomas W. Bennett of the Mis
Miss Olson is making a tow of the
Sigma K a p p a .................................................................... Pledf F°™ al soula Episcopal church at the Sigma majority of the campuses of the United
Kappa Alpha T h e ta ................................................................... ear a > Phi Epsilon house Tuesday evening, States. She is especially interested
Alpha Chi Omega..............................................................••
• •Forma
Mr. Bennett gave a brief outline of in the difficulties presented in baldne
Alpha P h i ...........................................................................Pledge Formal the history of the writing of the Bible, at high altitudes. The visitor stated
starting from the early books of the that the local department Is especially
attractive and well equipped.
Kappa D e lta .................................. ................................................Fireside Old Testament to the later ones in
the New Testament Unlike popular
belief, Mr. Bennett said that instead
North Hall
INTEBFRATERNITY COUNCIL
of the book having been written In
Katherine Mason had Helen Schroethe entirety at one time, the writing
der as her dinner guest Wednesday
Current News Topics Taken
Interfraternity council met Wednes
of the Bible lasted over the period of
night.
From the Kaimin Files of
day evening at the Delta Sigma Lamb
several hundred years.
Betty Lemmon was the Wednesday
Ten Years Ago
da house. The dance committee was
night dinner guest of Sarah Cooney.
When asked whether or not he congratulated by the council, and a
Elizabeth Nossell was Florence Har
The State University debate squad thought the Bible was losing its hold five minute report on fraternity prob
rington’s guest at dinner Wednesday will leave Saturday afternoon for their upon people of the younger generation
lems was given by Hubert Simmons,
night.
first attack to the land of the Indians Mr. Bennett said, “When I was a youth Red Lodge. The council will meet
Alice Lamb was the dinner guest of
I read the Bible because I thought again Wednesday, February 16, at the
—Arlee.
Elizabeth Hammett Wednesday night.
it would lend me protection and give Kappa Sigma house.
Catherine Coughlin and Cornelia
"We expect to have the Sentinel out me better chances to get into Heaven.
Stussy were Jean Gordon’s dinner
by the last week in May," announced Today’s youth, however, read the Bible
guests Wednesday night.
because of the good they can get out
Bill Cogswell, editor.
Marian O’Leary had Juanita Rueof it.” Also in reply to a question
gamer as her Wednesday night din
whether
or not Christianity was grow
Application for the position of
ner guest.
coach at the State University of Mon ing In the western world and in the
Virginia Warden was Ruth Rhoades’
tana to fill the vacancy left by the United States, Mr. Bennett said, “Rob
luncheon guest Wednesday.
resignation of Coach Bernie Bierman ert Ingersoll, 56 years ago said that
Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman was
has been forwarded to Athletic Direc within 50 years there would not be
the guest of North hall for dinner
60 Christians in the city of Denver.
tor W. E. Schreiber by Roy Hanley.
Monday.
In the year 1930, there were 100,600
of imported and
Bibles
sold in that city."
Ellen Geyer, instructor in the De
Corbin Hall
Tuesday night Rev. F. L. Gilson of
partment of English, will speak to the
domestic
Rev. and Mrs. O. R. Warford were
Catholic students next Sunday morn the Baptist church will speak at the
the dinner guests of Mrs. Frank K.
hand-tailored
ing regarding the formation of a New Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity house
Turner Monday night.
on "On What Facts Should One Choose
man club.
Claudia McQueen was the Monday
His Lite Work?”
night dinner guest of Madeline Keil
The main feature of the Press club
Mrs. Roy Clary of Great Falls was
meeting held Wednesday night was a DORIS LUNDBORG BECOMES
Mrs. Frank Turner’s guest at dinner
moving picture film showing how
BRIDE OF BILL MORRISON |
Wednesday night
newspaper cuts are made.
Corbin hall will hold the next win
all taken from our regular
Bill Morrison, Livingston, ex-’32, was
ter quarter tea Sunday afternoon.
stock
The University of Idaho meets the married to Doris Lundborg, Missoula,
State University of Montana Friday last Monday evening at 6:30 o’clock
Coaches Bernard F. Oakes and
night, at the gymnasium in the first in St. Francis Xavier’s rectory. The
Adolph Lewandowski were dinner
of a two-game series.
bride was attended by Mrs. E. Disney
guests at the Kappa Sigma house
while John Morrison, brother to the
Tuesday. Coach Oakes addressed the
Tickets for the Forestry ball may be groom, acted as best man.
fraternity on the subject "Athletics
Formerly $1.50 to $2.00
and the Building of Christian Char purchased for $2, either at the Campus
Bill Morrison is well known in Mis
Store or from the forestry students.
acter.”
soula and to State University students.
He was a member of Bear Paw, vice
Willie Clary will return to her home
Members of the State College team
An enormous variety of
at Great Falls this week-end where
president of the junior class in 1930,
were
entertained
by
the
Bear
Paws
at
she will undergo an operation for ap
track manager last spring, and a stu
colors and patterns. . .
pendicitis. She has been a patient at a dance given Saturday evening in the dent in the School of Law. He is a
St. Patrick’s hospital for several days. gymnasium after the basketball game. member of Sigma Nu fraternity and
Kappa Alpha Theta will entertain
is the present lessee of the Idle Hour!
Heavy maroon sweaters arrived last
at a buffet tea dance Saturday from
bowling alleys. The young couple
5 till 8 o'clock. Chaperons will be week and were Issued Monday to the will be at home in the Terrace apart
members
of
the
Varsity
football
team
Mrs. Edna Palmer and Mrs. Elmer
ments.
Mary Moore
Mary Moore
last season. Nineteen were given out.
Carter.

Mrs. Judy Harper, Mrs. Emerson
Eldrekin and Mrs. Roy Corry were din
He’s only been here six years, but
ner guests of Kappa Alpha Theta
here are some of the things he’s
Tuesday.
learned in that time.
Margaret McKay and Martha Busey
were guests of Jane Snyder at the
That yon can’t always tell by look
Kappa Alpha Theta house for dinner
ing at a woman just what her pos
Thursday.
sibilities are.
President and Mrs. C. H. Clapp were
dinner guests at the Phi Sigma Kappa
That blondes are nice.
house Monday night. Mrs. Clapp spoke
on “Choosing a Life Partner.”
And so are brunettes.
Bob Summerville, Livingston, and
Kenneth Fowell, Billings, were dinner
That the chances are very slight
guests of Phi Delta Theta Wednesday
of filling an inside straight and when
evening.
you draw two cards to a flush, you
Mrs. Jane Nofsinger, Dorothy Bell
always get one of them.
and Lina Greene were dinner guests
That a girl doesn’t like It very well at the Kappa Kappa Gamma house
last evening.
if you ask her to go to a formal about
Josephine Swartz and Helen Putney
two hours before It begins.
entertained at a bridge party compli
That the bleachers are poor for menting Mrs. Kenneth Sanders Satur
day afternoon.
necking.
Winifred Wilson was a guest of
That, sometimes, It’s better to be Kappa Alpha Theta at dinner Tues
day.
slow.
Grace Daggett was a guest at the
That it’s hard to tell just when It Alpha Xi Delta house for dinner Tues
day.
is best to go slow, until afterwards,
Sarah Lou Cooney was a dinner
then it’s too late.
guest of Kappa Alpha Theta Thurs
day.
That you really don’t learn much
Katherine Mason and Grace Daggett
in college.
were guests of Alpha Phi at dinner
Thursday.
Tomorrow, children, we will get to
Helen Schroeder was hostess to the
settle all our arguments about the
pledges
of Alpha Phi at a bridge party
best football team in the United States.
Saturday afternoon.
Sigma
Nu announces the pledging of
Too bad we can’t make it a gridJames Seymour, Baltimore, Maryland.
graph.
Mary Wilkinson was a dinner guest
. There will be very little betting on of Alpha Xi Delta Monday.
the outcome.
Next Issue, children, we can prom
ise you a little relief. In fact, a ViceUncle will conduct our usual line.

|Studens

Bible as

Essay and General Situation Index
is an index to several thousand essays
and articles in more than four hun
dred volumes of collections of essays
and miscellaneous works. The index
is arranged in one alphabet which in
cludes all author entries, subject en
tries and such titles as appear neces
sary. In the front of each volume is
a list of books Indexed arranged in
two alphabets: (1) collections of
works by various authors and (2)
works by individual authors. Examples
of how to use tile index precede the
subject matter in each volume. The
index will be of use to many who are
considering the preparation, of term
papers.

Fred Ironside, Missoula, has been
appointed chairman of the ticket sales
committee for "Death Takes a Holi
day,” Masquer production scheduled
for February 19. The committee will
be actively organized next week and
alumni of tbe city will copperate with
the group in selling tickets for the
Genevieve Krum, Anaconda, was
play. Proceeds will be used in financ taken to St. Patrick’s hospital Wednes
ing the alumni reunion to be Ijeld here day night witty an attack of appendi
in the spring.
citis.

SPURS HOLD MEETING
A campaign for subscribers for The
Frontier was launched yesterday at a
Maude
Evelyn Lehsou, Alice Taylor
meeting held in the Department of
and Leola Stevens, alumnae members,
English.
attended the Spur meeting held yes
terday afternoon in the North hall
west parlor. Their purpose in being
present was to help the new Spurs
solve their finiancial difficulties, and
to discuss a new policy.

Carl Click Reviews
Play for Magazine

Former Dramatics Coach Indicates
Trend of Modern Drama
Carl Glick, former director of dra
matics on the State University campus,
has a play review in the magazine
“Cleveland Town Tidings,” for Jan
uary 30, 1932.
Mr. Glick reviews the Best Play on
Broadway, or “The Counsellor-at
Law,” by Elmer Rioe. Mr. Rice was
the author and director of “Street
Scene,” a play which has been recently
produced as a moving picture. “Street
Scene” won Mr. Rice a Pulitzer Prize
award, and Mr. Glick declares it his
opinion that “The Consellor-at-Law’
should win the author another award
Mr. Glick notes the trend of modern
drama to show a section of the life
of a typical people with their reactions
to each other, rather than, like the
older plays, to show the reactions of
one character to his circumstances.
This new type of play does not pro
duce great characters although it is
probably more realistic literature.
MR. AND MRS. SAM GILLULY
BECOME PARENTS OF BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Gilluly are the
parents of a baby born January 27.
Gilluly graduated from the School of
Journalism in 1930 and l)is wife, for
merly Esther Hart, graduated in the
same year from the sohool. They
have named the baby Richard Hart
Gilluly.
Gilluly has just left u position with
tlie Great Falls Tribune for another
on the Glasgow Courier, Ho will also
edit the Montana Trades Journal.

I

Professional
Directory

woolen frock from

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

Mary Moore’s

Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 4097

DR J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

They're warm

DR. F. GORDON REYNOLDS !
DENTIST
Wilma Bldg. U. of M. Class o f ’24 |

They’re smart
They’re intriguing
They're inexpensive

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

1
i

DR. RAY E. RAMAKER

!

DENTIST
305 Wilma Bldg.
Phone 5200 |

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN

j

CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

FOX-W ILMA FOX-RIALTO
TODAY AN1) SATURDAY|

STARTING SATURDAY!

M arie Dressier

Buddy Rogers

— In —

“EMMA”

Valentines

The Picture Y’on Must See
COMING SUNDAY!

WALLACE BEERY
— And—

CLARK GABLE

The Office Supply

Not if you’re dressed in a

DR. EMERSON STONE

SEND CLEYER

And, of course, you’ll find these

Shiver
Your
Timbers?

‘Hell Divers”

“The RECKLESS
AGE”
A Paramount Picture
WILMA NEXT WEDNESDAY

Singer's Midgets
Stage Show Treat Supreme

day, February 5, 1932
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rizzlies Continue Losing Streak
Dropping Two Games to Whitman

B. W. BIERMAN

V

N

is

ss of Lyman in First Game and Lockwood in Second Game Proves
Too Much Handicap; Squad Closes Gonzaga Series Tonight

.

-------------

^ Whipped into action by the two stinging dfefeats at the hands of the
tiJiiversity of Washington Huskies, Montana’s Grizzlies battled their
i* ’\y through the Whitman college quint Monday evening at Walla
S A lla until 30 seconds before the final gun. Mantel, flashy Whitman

KAIMIN

Page Three

Second Round Ends Thallium--[Hartsell Scores
In Women's League III Professor Bateman Discusses
Freely to Help
Results of Research UnderW in C o n te s t No Team Is Successful in Winning III taken In 1910

More Than Two Games
Final Games Wednesday Night Give
The
second
round of women’s volley
First Place In Tournament
ball was completed last night. No
To Third West
team so far has won more than two
games and team standings in the tour
Third west defeated third east 64 to
nament will not be compiled until next
3 to win the South hall league basket
week.
ball championship Wednesday evening
The scores for the second round
in the men’s gymnasium. Third west
are: Corbin hall, 41 and Zeta Chi, 26;
finished with five victories and no
Kappa .Delta, 52 and Faculty wives,
defeats.
29; Faculty, 36 and Kappa .Alpha
Louis Hartsell, Anaconda, ran wild Theta, 19; Independents, 48, and Delta
to score 26 points for the third'west Delta Delta, 29; Delta Gamma, 36 and
team. Jimmy Brown, Butte, followed Kappa Kappa Gamma, 35.
closely behind with 18 points for the
The schedule for next week is as
same team.
follows:
The faculty team defeated second
Tuesday
east, 31 to 27, Tuesday evening. Frank
Corbin hall vs. Independents
Vesel, Roundup, of the losing team,
Delta Delta Delta vs. Kappa Kappa
was high, scorer with 15 points. E. K. Gamma.
Badgley led the winners with 12
Thursday
points.
Zeta Chi vs. Faculty wives.
Delta Gamma vs. Faculty.
Final league standings are:
Kappa Delta vs. Kappa Alpha Theta'
Won Lost Pet.
Third west .................
5
0 1.000
Second east .................... 3
2 .600
Faculty ................................3
2 .600
Montana’s former coach, Bernie First floor ................
2
2 .500
Bierman, who tutored the Green Wave Third east .........
1
3 .250
this past football season and recently Second w e st...............
0
5 .000
Four boxing and two wrestling
signed a contract with the University
matches featured the Newman club
of Minnesota, will be seen on the
smoker held in St. Anthony’s hall
screen at the showing of the TulaneWednesday night. Jimmy Brown and
Southern California Rose Bowl game
Rex Henningsen, both of Butte, of
which comes to the Fox-Wilma theater
fered the best bout of the evening in
tomorrow afternoon and night. The
the main event. Both of the fighters
first picture will begin at 5 o’clock
Regular Crew Adequately Handles showed well as possible contenders
and the second at 11 o’clock.
for M club honors with the bout end
This Season’s Snowfall
Mrs. Harriet Rankin Sedman, dean
ing in a draw.
of women, has granted late permission
Other boxing matches were: Dunn
So far this winter the only extra
sufficient that those attending the
vs. Duff, draw; Woodward vs. Jones,
show may return to their residences. help required to keep walks clear of draw; Prendergast vs. Goodacre, draw.
snow has cost the State University
In the wrestling, Karnes and Brooks,
Harvey Elliott, Montana football
40 cents, when a student was hired
and Banfield and. Teters, each fought
and basketball referee, saw the film
for one hour. The rest of the time,
one round to no-decision.
in Bozeman and declares it to be
the work has been handled by the
Clyde Banfield and George Brooks
better than seeing the game from the
regular crew consisting of Perry
refereed the wrestling and Dick O’Mal
top seats in the stadium.
Sparks, custodian, and Lawrence
ley and Cale Crowley refereed the box
Toner, truck driver.
ing.
”1 like to shovel snow, occasionally,
but not every day,” said Sparks, “and FRATERNITY HEARS TALK
while there has been quite a lot of
ON ATHLETICS BY OAKES
snow this winter, it has not bothered
a great deal as yet. When I first
“The
Relation
of Athletics to the
Press Club Ylews Campus Pictnres at. came we didn’t have anything except
Building of Christian Character,” was
Meeting Wednesday
scoop shovels with which tQ shovel the subject of Coach Bernard F. Oakes
snow, but I decided that was too slow when he addressed members of Sigma
“Reminiscences” was the subject on so I made some snow plows that could Alpha Epsilon fraternity Wednesday
which Mrs. C. H. Clapp talked before be pushed by hand.”
evening.
“Back in 1921 and 1922 the snow got
members of the Press club Wednesday
“Athletics,” he said, “teaches the
so deep all the way around the oval player lessons in self reliance, self
evening:
, “One must limit reminiscences,4' that we had to have some help. No control, even temper', teamwork,
said Mrs. Clapp, “or they take up too body would work for the regular modesty, and cleanliness of body and
much time.” She then read portions wages of 40 cents an hour because mind, all of which are phases of a
of a skit featuring incidents in the it was so cold and windy, so we had Christian character.” A half hour
lives and history of the State Univer to pay students 75 cents for an hour’s round table discussion was held after
sity and faculty members ranging work. A good many cuts were made the talk.
from the time classes were first held in classes that day, so the next day
Father J. O. O'Brien will address
in the old Willard school building, the wage was reduced to 50 cents and the fraternity next week.
which had been condemned by the on the third day the regular price
public school authorities, to the time was paid. Then everyone quit, but
J. W. Howard, professor of chem
in which President Clapp came to the we had the snow cleared away by istry, spoke at South hall Wednesday
that time.”
night on the subject of “Scientific
State University.
It was necessary to drag the snow Facts and the Eighteenth Amend
Preceding Mrs. Clapp’s talk, the
off the walks with a team, after it ment.” Immediately after the short
campus movies filmed by Dean R. C.
had been piled up with shovels.
address there was a general discussion
Line of the School of Business Admin
Outside of a small drift on the "walk on the subject.
istration were shown in the School of
running down John avenue, no shovel
Forestry auditorium. Faculty mem
ing has been necessary as the snow
bers, football players, students and
plow which the truck drags and the
part of the Grizzly-Cougar game here
GOING TO THE SHOW?
hand plows have kept the rest of the
last fall entertained the members
walks clear. More walks are being
O.K. I’ll see you at
present Percy Frazier, in the absence
added each year but it is planned to
of Dean Line, operated the machine
keep them open with the truck so
and spoke a few words about the
that the cost of keeping the snow
filming of the pictures. About half of
from them will not increase Very
the total number which will be made
rapidly, Sparks believes.
are now ready for use, and have been
used already by Dean Line in connec
tion with his reunion talks throughout
the state.
After distribution* of the Shack
Splinter the meeting adjourned.
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
Jesse W. Bunch left Wednesday
MONTANA
afternoon for Chicago where he will

'■^.'ward, went through the Montana^Vense and flipped a field goal as the
\ n ended the contest, 29 to 28 for
Quitman.
Led by the consistently good floor
Long Shots
"S&irk and sharp-shooting of Lyman,
^ , 2 Grizzly five had the edge on their
The games between Whitman and
^ vponents throughout the contest until Montana were close, but horseshoes
^ 5 lengthy center was taken from the was not the game being played—so
%'me after contributing 12 points. The being close didn’t count. It went to
huift of players seemed to hearten the show, however, what the Grizzlies
Iq, 'hitman quint and confuse the Griz- could do. What they didn’t is another
U'es. A spurt of offensive playing by thing.
'i, e Washington team soon cut down
—o—
*e five-point lead held by Montana,
From where we sat, it looked as
'"Nman was put back in the game, too
though Montana had the game on ice
Ijjtte to stem the tide of hot-shot ability until Lyman went out.
His re
«^dng displayed by Whitman. At the entry for the last three minutes
lit Montana led 15 to 10.
after things began to look bad for
liThe second game against the Walla Montana, didn’t help squelch the
*nalla cagers found the Grizzlies hard streak of basket-tossing developed by
'I it to keep the scores even with the the Whitman quint after the Grizzly
ijuisult that Whitman out-distanced center had been benched.
'em on points, ending the fray, 38 to
—o—
.. At the half the score stood 19 to
It is all right to give experience to
iki in favor of Whitman.
the men who are making the trip, but
The ejection from the game of Cap- in view of the fact that Montana had
\in Lockwood on personals late in only a five-point lead and had won
kie final quarter with the score 29 to only one contest this year, taking
1 was somewhat doubtful, reports of chances at such a time appears to
le game declared, and were partially have been a misjudgment.
asponsible for the Grizzlies’ being unMble to hold their own throughout the
More changes have occurred in the
[remainder of the game. Fighting
bility and consistent good playing had standings of the northern division
basketball
teams. The Cougars have
ept the Grizzlies within winning discinched their stand at the top for a
"ance during the entire contest.
while with a double defeat of the
Idaho Vandals. An upset in dope
GRIZZLIES BEAT GONZAGA
placed the Webfeet a step above their
traditional rivals, the Oregon Staters.
After trailing at the half, 20-14,
Both Washington and Oregon have
Montana’s touring basketball team
taken the measure of the Beavers.
came from behind in the last few
This week-end will see some hard
seconds of play with a field goal
fought battles.
to nose ont the Gonzaga Bulldogs
by a score of 31-30 last night in
Short Passes
3 Spokane. Montana’s winning mar,. gin came jnst before the gnn was
W.S.C. also has a basketball team
fired with Gonzaga leading, 30-29.
of behemoths. Known as the Angels
«, Murphy of Gonzaga was leading
and directed by Buck Bailey, 250„ scorer for the game with 16
pound guard, the team includes Glen
•" points. Logan, Grizzly forward,
Edwards, 245, guard; Oz Thompson,
- was next high man with eight
230, center; J. F. Bohler, 210, forward;
points.
Jack Graham, 215, guard, and the
smallest man, Lloyd Bury, 180, for
ward.
- The summaries (first gam e):
Whitman (29)
FG FT PF
—o—
Miller, f ___ il______ ...____ 1 2 1
In two years, the Angels have lost
Mantel, £ _________ ____ 3
0 0 one game, and that recently to the
Applegate, f _______ ____ 1 4 2 Clarkston All-Stars. It took a double
West, c ___________ ____ 1 0 3 overtime period to do it. Receipts
Mills, c ..........
____ 0 0 0 from their games go to the Olympic
Hove, g ............
____ 1
0 2 game fund.
Robb, g ............. ........ ____ 1 0 0
Irving, g .................... ____ 3 1 1
Rebounds
Totals ____ _______ ........ 11 7 9 On the recent barnstorming tour of
Montana (28)
FG FT PF the Golden Bobcats the team averaged
Logan, f .. _...........
3 3 1 62.5 points' per game, amassing a total
Steensland, f ............ ____ 0 0 0 of 754 counters to their opponents’
Andrews, t ........
____ 2 0 4 355. Individually they averaged per
Erickson, f ________ ____ 0 0 1 game as follows: “Cat” Thompson,
Lyman, c ______
____ 6 0 0 18.8; Frank Ward, 16.5; Orland Ward,
Lockwood, g .....
____ 0 1 3 13.
—o—
Jones, g .................... ........ 1 0 3
The Gonzaga Bulldogs are not put
ting
out
much
dope
on what they are
12
12
doing or expect to do over the week
Second game:
Whitman (88)
FG FT PF end in basketball. Their coach had a
Applegate, f ............. _
2 1 2 big cry in the papers the other day
Mliler, t .
5 1 2 concerning how many men he was
West, c
.
1 1 1 going to lose through graduation this
Hove, g ._
....... 4 1 3 year from his next season’s football
Irving, g ..................... ........ 4 2 3 eleven.
—o—
Neither are the Bobcats. They must
Totals.........
......... 16 6 11
be
expecting
some
dope upset in their
Montana (31)
FG FT PF
Logan, £ .........._
|j ...... 1 1 3 Rocky Mountain conference contests.
—o—
Andrews, t
......... 6 1 1
We don’t know much about the
Lyman, c
........ 4 0 3
strength
of
the
Miners
but expect they
Lockwood, g
.......
i 0 4
Cub basketball men, in an attempt
Jones, g .
......... 2 1 3 are able to hold their own with most
to run their winning streak to six
of the state teams.
consecutive games, will play the Al
Totals.......... •
......... 14
14
steens' team in the men’s gymnasium
Personals
This week-end the Grizzlies com
“Highpockets” Lyman was high Monday evening.
plete two return games with Gonzaga
Although the Alsteens’ team is not
scorer on both teams when the Griz
university at Spokane and willjreturn
zlies and Whitman tangled. He con a member of the Missoula Independ
home Saturday. The following week
ents
league, it is one of the strongest
tributed 10 field goals and a free throw
they will practice for the two-game
during the two games. Andrews was local teams. A. J. Lewandowski,
series to be played here against the
freshman coach, expects them to give
State School of Mines of Butte, Febru next.
the Cubs one of the stiffest battles of
ary 12 and 13. The following week
The Associated Press commended any of the town teams yet played.
they will play two return games with
Lockwood's guarding during the final
the same team at Butte.
Whitman game and expressed the opin
Patronize Kalmin Advertisers
The season will close with the tra ion that his ejection from the game
ditional two games here against the was on a doubtful point, and also that won last year, judging from the way
Montana State College Bobcats, Febru the results might have been different he went at the Newman club smoker.
ary 26 and 27.
if he had remained.
— o—
—o—
Before the blizzard, Clarence Wat
Walter Custer, former Missoula high son and Bob White were doing some
THOMAS WILL NOT RETURN
FROM ABSENCE UNTIL FALL j school star, who was the foie vault outdoor track work.
hope of the University of Washington
1L E. Thomas, associate professor before dropping out this quarter, had
Out-of-Bounds
of Spanish, who is absent on sabbath already topped the bar at 12 feet 8
Gonzaga high school develops its
cal leave and who is doing graduate inches. Pretty good for a fall workout, university stars early. This season
— o—
work in the University of Wisconsin, i
five wins and two losses have placed
Naseby Rhinehart, Cub guard, will them at the top of the Spokane league
will not be here to teach during the
summer session. He is not expected probably be back doing his stuff again over Lewis and Clark, John R. Rogers
to return until next fall.
this week, after recoving from an in and North Central high schools.
Paul Bischoff, Spanish instructor jured ankle that kept him benched
— o—
who is taking graduate work at Ober- during tjie last two games.
The Forestry hockey team will prob
lin, Ohio, will return this month. He
ably meet the Fort Missoula six this
will take Mr. Thomas* place in the
Bob Prendergast seems to be bent week-end. That's one game that
summer school.
on retaining his bantamweight crown, be on ice.

Sporty Vents

MONTANA

Brown-Henningsen
Bout Ends in Draw

Snow Causes Little
Trouble on Campus

Mrs. Clapp Speaks
To Journalism Club

Cub Basketball Team
W ill Meet Alsteens

Kelley’s

Jesse Bunch Leaves
For Church Meeting

attend a meeting of all university
workers connected with the Baptist
church. The meeting lasts four days,
beginning Friday noon and ending
Tuesday noon.
The meeting is one of the largest
of university pastors in the United
States. The problems of the student,
of the pastor, of relationships between
the faculty and the pastor, counselling
the student, and offering instruction
to the, student will be discussed with
the view of aiding the university
pastor in his postion.
Mr. Bunch will return to Missoula
Thursday, February 11.

The First
National Bank

John W. Ross, Fromberg, is back
at his classes in the School of Law
after a long absence due to an ap
pendicitis operation.

WANTED

Thallium, a poisonous compound
IDEAS FOR CARTOONS
which is slowly wiping out a family
of nine Mexicans in southern Cali-;
Tnm Them Into Cash
fornia, was the subject of a research
TONY D’ORAZI
undertaken in 1910 by William G.|
Phone 4560
Bateman, now professor of chemistry
at the State University.
“Thallium,” stated Professor Bate
man, “is a metal with hardly any
commercial value. In fact, its main
Dependable Laundry Serrlce
use, as far as I know, is the poisoning
of pests.”
He pointed out that the victims in
California were poisoned on barley
prepared for baiting squirrels. The
destitute Mexicans stole the bait and
the result is the first case of thallium
DaCo Ham
DaCo Lard
poisoning on record.
FOR
“We were studying thallium for its
BIGGER AND BETTER
curative qualities,” stated Professor /
Bateman. “We were trying to deter
mine its properties in connection with
Feed ’em On
stopping night-sweating. • We found
that it could have stopped night
PRODUCTS
sweating all right—also the patient’s
—From—
breathing. It is far too dangerous a
compound to be used medicinally.”
There is no known antidote for |
Branch—MODEL MARKET
thallium poisoning. Its toxic effect is
Sansagea
virtually the sam'e as that of lead DaCo Bacon
poisoning.

Florence Laundry

GRIZZLIES
DaCo

John R. Daily, Inc.

Helen Bateman, Cho.teau, went to
the North hall infirmary yesterday.

For the Best Possible Haircut Ask

THE FLORENCE BARBERS
Florence Hotel Bldg.
“Artists in Their Line”

PUNCH
For Your Parties and Dances
We make and deliver any flavor
of punch desired. See Howard Gullickson or phone 3352.

Majestic Beverage
& Candy Co.

Plate Lunch, 4 0 c
SERVED EACH EVENING
from 6:00 to 7:30

The Sandwich Shop
(Across from Hi-School)

Remember her with

Flowers
ok

and

Valentine’s Day

O IL

Heinrich’s

If your car is hard to
start or seems sluggish
these cold mornings—
you may need a differ
ent oil. Come, in and
let us look oyer your
car, we con soon tell.

P e p ressions Don't

Shell 4 0 0

Govern Hearts
MARTHA WASHINGTON
VALENTINE

75c to $ 2 .5 0

Public Drug Store
Florence Hotel Building
P. S.: Pan-Hellenic’s coming np
—it might help.

This is the kind o£ gas
you need — the kind
t h a t gives a new,
smooth performance to
your car, the kind that
gives you a quick pick
up and long, steady
mileage.

McKenzie-Wallace
Service Co.

Our Foods A re
Delicious
OUR SERVICE IS EXCELLENT

Missoula Club
Under personal management of
the proprietor, Frank Poole.

Regular Fountain Service j

Foresters’ Ball
Program Starts at
9 o’clock Sharp

Light Lunches
During
Noon Hour

Students, must
at the time specified on their tickets,
otherwise they will be turned away.
AL SPAULDING.
Chief Push.

Associated Students’ Store

THE

MONTANA

KAIMIN

(New students and former students Miller, Hubert Charles, 616 E. Park
First Groups to Appear
Ave., Anaconda; A.S.—Fr.—South
not In attendance the autumn' quarter,
Hall—3E.
1931. Paste this list in your student
"Taking of group pictures for the
directory of last quarter and the Miller, Sherman G., St. Regis; A.S.—
directory will be complete for the
Pre Bus. Ad.—So— 340 University 1932 Sentinel will begin Tuesday eve
winter quarter.)
Ave.—4360.
ning, February 9, probably at 7:15
Morehouse, Robert C., Missoula; A.S. o’clock," Walter Cooney, editor, said
—Bot.—Sr.—1634 Helena Ave.—2603.
Amundson, Ellsworth Keith, Opheim;
yesterday.
Journ.—Fr.—South Hall—1W.
Morrell, Fred Rowe, 1926-16th St. N.
Times for pictures have been ar
Anderson, Donald A., Boyd; Educ.—
W., Washington, D. C.; A.S.—Fine
Gr.—1130 Gerald Ave.—3037.
Arts — Jr. — 600 University Ave.— ranged for Sigma Delta Chi, Theta
Andrews, Lloyd Jay, Big Timber; A.S.
3741.
Sigma Phi, Silent Sentinel, Bear Paw,
—Chem.—So.—1110 Gerald Ave;— Morris, John Francis, Missoula; For. Spur, Mortar Board and Druids.
3233.
—Sp. (1. r.)—340 Daly Ave— 3547.
A schedule of the time will be pub
Angland, Stephen J„ 013 First Ave. S.
W., Great Falls; A.S.—Fr.—South Morris, Winifred Elizabeth, Missoula; lished in Tuesday’s Kaimin. The place
A.S.—Home Ec— So— 214 S. 4th St.
Hall—2E.
depends
upon arrangements which are
E— 4096.
Bagaoisan, Rufo S., Urdaneta, PangasInan, P. I.; A.S.—Fr.—380 Keith Murphy, Michael A., 600 W. Park Ave., to be made and which will also be
made
public
Tuesday.
Anaconda; ’.A.S.—Pre Bus. Ad.—So.
Ave.—3965.
Baker, Blaine, Missoula; A.S.—Fr.— —1110 Gerald Ave.—3233.
"Since there is an allotted time for
1321 Howell St.
Nofsinger, Betty, Missoula; A.S—For. each group to pose, it is imperative
Bell, Robert W., Florence; A.S.—Fr.— Lang.—So.—345 Blaine St.—6666.
that all members who wish to be in
340 University Ave.—4360.
Nofsinger, Jane, Missoula; A.S.—Fine
B?utluen, Agnes, 1911 Gaylord Ave.,
the picture be present at exactly the
Arts—Jr.—346 Blaine St.—6566.
Butte; Educ.—Jr.—North Hall—2W. Nordstrom, Leonard E., 2127 Fir, right time. There will be no waiting
Bills, John Erwin, Judith Gap; A.S.— •Butte; A.S—Fr.—South Hall—1W.
Phys. Ed.—So. (1. r.)—219 Brooks Nutt, Constance Rose, Sidney; A.S.— for tardy members," Cooney declared.
St.—5459.
Engl— Gr— North Hall—2E.
Bischoff, Howard Gus, 19 Fifth Ave. O’Brien, Richard James, 922 W. 38th
W„ Kalispell; A.S.—Fr.—1011 Ger
St„ Minneapolis, Minn; A.S.—Pre
ald Ave.—3880.
Legal—So'.—Wilma Bldg.
Bowman, Robert Damon, 1810 Second O’Laughlin, Elvin John, Missoula; A.S.
Ave. N„ Great Falls; A.S.—Fr.— —Fr.—318 Jackson St— 2494.
South Hall—1W.
Perlman, Arthur Edison, Drummond;
Boyd, Sayers James, Missoula; A.S.— For.—Fr.—541 Eddy Ave.—2893.
Phi Sigma, national biological hon
So.—421 Daly Ave.—5629.
Peschel, Carl E., Ronan; A.S,—Fr— orary ‘fraternity, was entertained
Brown, Joe Micheal, Missoula; A.S.— 420 E. Front St— 4615.
Wednesday evening by Dr. C. A
Fr.—725 Brooks St.—2460.
Phillips, C. Dale, Fairfield, Wash.;
Burg, Floyd M„ 1703 Harrison Ave., For.—Fr— South Hall—2E.
Schenck, visiting lecturer in the
Butte; AS.—Fr.—South Hall—2W. Rich, Icyle, Lindsay; A.S.—Math.—Jr. School of Forestry, when he spoke on
Button, Paul Stuart, Missoula; A.S.— —North Hall—2E.
“Biology of Forest Soils."
Math.—Jr.—510 S. 5th St. E.—4596.
Nellie Morris (Mrs.), Missoula;
Callahan, Marion Ann, 925 W. Quartz Roark,
Following the lecture the group was
A.S— Hist— Sr. (1. r.)—125 S. 6th
St., Butte; Bus. Ad.—Jr.—333 Uni
shown a five-reel film of wild game.
St.
W—
231)4.
versity Ave.—3939.
Henry David, Sheridan; A.S. The scenes picturing the buffalo were
Campbell, Evelyn Frances, Lloyd; Rossiter,
—Pre Legal—So.—1110 Gerald Ave. taken on the bison range at Moiese
A.S.—Fr.—Corbin Hall—3S.
—3233.
Carruthers, Elizabeth Ida, Hamilton; Sanders,
Donald Angus, Missoula; and the rest of the film was taken in
A.S.—Lib. Be.—So.—Corbin Hall— A.S— Biol—
Gr. (1. r.)—409 S. 5th Yellowstone National park. Following
2S.
St.
E.
Charette, William Edward, 850 W. Scliall, Frances, Arlee; A.S.—Home the picture, refreshments were served
Broadway, Butte; A.S.—Fr.—South
to about fifty persons.
Ec— Jr— 704 Eddy Ave.—3234.
Hall—3E.
Colliton, Marguerite, Sweet Grass; Shea, Patrick H., 222 W. Adams St.,
Los Angeles, Calif,; For.—Fr.—134 FORMER STUDENTS HOLD
A.S.—Hist.—Jr.—Corbin Hall—2N.
Madison St.—2421.
Crane, Leonard E., Fort Benton; Bus.
CHICAGO FELLOWSHIPS
Skordal, Edgar Milton, Redstone; AS.
Ad.—Jr.—1120 Gerald Ave.—3637.
—Fr.—Care C. W. Leaphart, R. 3—
Cruickshank, Margaret Ann, Malta;
5-1322.
More State University of Montana
A.S. — For. Lang. — So. — 504 Eddy
Smith, Eleanor I.. Missoula; A.S.— graduates hold fellowships at the Uni
Ave.—4748,
Home Ec. — So. — 408 Daly Ave. —
Cyr, Albenie Paul, Alberton; A.S.—Fr.
versity of Chicago in the department
4124.
—231 S. 5th St. E.—4824.
of sociology and economics than grad
Davis, Kenneth Herbert, Oilmont; Bus. Smith. Helen, Antler, N. D.; Educ.—
Jr—
301
Edith
St.—3385.
uates of any other one school. At
Ad.—Sr.—732 Gerald Ave.—2570.
Disbrow, William Arthur, Missoula; Sproul, Lois Margaret, 424 Second St. the present time there are eight for
W„ Roundup; A.S. — Fr. — Corbin
A.S.—Pre Legal—So.—237 Blaine St.
mer university students holding fel
Hall—3S.
—3614.
Dresskell, Wilfred W., St. Regis; For. Stewart, George Willis, Missoula; lowships in that department. Those
Pharm.—Jr.—658
Beckwith
Ave—
working
toward their master’s degrees
So.—408 Connell—5679.
2790.
Duffy; Joseph Patrick, 1164 W. Woolare Evelyn Blumenthal, ’30, Nellie
man St., Butte; Pharm.—Jr.—333 Stocker, Walter Spencer, Missoula; Woodward, ’29; Fred Veeder, ’31;
A.S.—Pre Bus. Ad— So— 1227 JackConnell Ave.—2753.
son St.—4803.
Austin and Helen Roderick, ’29; Al
Dugal, Mary Beatrice, Missoula; A.S.
—Hist.—Jr.—Montana Hotel—5483. Stoverud, Osbord B., Missoula; A.S— bert Blumenthal, ’27, and Hazeltine
Erb, Robert F., Milltown; A.S.—Gr.— Fr— 518 Blaine St— 5228.
Byrd, who taught here from 1928
Streit,
Thomas
K.,
Missoula;
A.S.—
Milltown.
to 1930.
Geol— Gr— 635 Brooks St— 2726.
Farnsworth, Richard B., Missoula;
Mus.—Fr.—313 S. 4th St. W.—5950. Sullivan, John Frank, 1636 Lowell
Ave.,
Butte;
A.S—
Fr.—408
Connell
Faunce, Charles Darwin, Conneautville, Pa.; For.—Gr. (1. r.)—134 Ave— 5679.
Taylor, William R., 521 Birch St., Ana
Madison St.—2421.
conda; Law—Sr— 339 S. 5th St. E—
Fefierly, Lewis W., Jr., Eureka;
Pharm.—Sr.—1120 Gerald Ave.— 4217.
Thibodeau, Lee Roy, Milltown; Journ.
3637.
—Jr.—1110 Gerald Ave.—3233.
Yesterday afternoon at 5:30 o’clock
Finley, Charlotte, Missoula;'Mus. Sp.
Thrailkill, Franklin, Missoula; A.S._ foods 21 class under the direction of
—1920 S. 3rd St.—4228;
Psych.—Gr.—515 University Ave—
Fletcher, Blanche Marion, Superior;
Anne Platt served a formal breakfast
2634.
A.S.—Fr.—Corbin Hall—2N.
Flood, Myles Francis, Missoula; A.S. Thykeson, Robert O., 619 Water, Al in the dining room of the Department
bert, Lea, Minn; Bus. Ad— Jr.—1006 of Home Economics. A color scheme
—Math.—Gr.—124 W. Pine S t—4814.
Gerald Ave.—2614.
Freeburg, Ruth Hilma (Mrs.), Mis
of yellow and red was carried out.
soula; A.S.—Fr.—807 Beckwith Ave. Tobin, Tom J„ 1024 N. 30th St., Bil
The guests were . Dean Harriet R.
lings; A.S— Econ— Jr— 1110 Ger
—5781.
ald
Ave—
3233.
Sedman, Anne Platt, Mrs. Moore,
Garrett, Herman Samuel, Missoula;
Educ.—Gr.—300 W. Broadway—3910. Tower, George Wells, Missoula; For. Sigma Kappa house mother, Mrs.
Hardison, Felix Moses, 102 Cedar St., —Jr.—534 Eddy Ave.—5569.
Mabel Mason, Mrs. Nellie Roark and
Wallace, Idaho; A.S.—Fr.—South Towle, Robert Edward, 618 Holter St., Anne Bateman, Missoula, and Anne
Helena; Journ— Fr— South Hall—
Hall—2E.
2W.
Nordstrom, Butte.
Harrmgton, Catherine M., 421 Cedar
St., Anaconda; A.S.—Engl.—Jr.— Trekell, Nellie Leslie (Mrs.), Mis
soula; A.S.—Fr. (1. r.)—412 Plym
534 Eddy Ave.—5569.
outh St.—5749.
Haskins, William Henry, 206 Dixon,
M IS S O U L A
Deer Lodge; A.S.—Fr.—South Hall Undem, Borghild, Terry; A.S.—For.
Lang— Sr— 704 Eddy Ave— 3234.
—IE.
L A U N D R Y CO.
Haugen, Ruth Ingelev, Missoula; A.S. Van Wald, Carlos Edward, Juneau,
Alaska; A.S— Fine Arts—So— South
—Engl.—Jr.—520 S. 3rd St.—2896.
Phone 3118
Hall—3E.
Hawk, Lawrence Winfield, 4704 Beloit
HAT BLOCKING
Rd., Milwaukee, Wis.; For.—Sp.— Vlasoff, William Andrew, Harbin,
China; For— Jr— 603 Connell Ave.
DRY CLEANING
408 Connell Ave.—5679.
—3390.
Hayes, Francis F., 517 N. Alabama St.,
Butte; A.S.—Biol.—Sr.—311 S. 6tli Wade, Wm. Henry, Box 238, Helena;
A.S— Econ— So— 528 Daly Ave —
St. E.—3979.
3719.
Hunton, Dorothy Hoff (Mrs.), Mis
soula; A.S.—Engl.—Jr.—1533 Hel Walford, Ryland Haynes, Missoula;
A.S.—Math— So— 339 Plymouth St.
ena Ave.—2991.
—5654.
Jacobson, Arthur, Banks, N. D ' For
Walker, Clifford Edward, Missoula;
—Sp— 231 S. 5th St. E.—4824.
A.S.—Econ.—So.—536 E. Broadway
Johnson, Margaret Johanna, Deer
—5091.
Lodge; A.S.—Fr.—North Hall—2W
Keith, Lowell M„ Missoula; A.S.—Fr Walsh, Helen Dorothy, Missoula;
Unci— 319 W. Pine St— 6432.
—327 Plymouth St.
Kellogg, Perry, Missoula; Law—Jr— Welch, Daniel Stuart, Cut Bank; AS
Fr.—322 Blaine St— 3845.
205 Brooks St.—5786.Kiely, Maurice J., 1017 W. Silver St., White, Marion Hayes (Mrs.), Mis
soula; Unci. (I. r.)—527 Ford S t Butte; A.S.—Fine Arts—Jr.—1011
5289.
Gerald Ave.—3880.
Kipp, Donald Eugene, Box 765, Mid White, Tom Rittue, Missoula; A.S—
For. Lang— So— 503 S. 2nd S t west, Wyo.; For— Gr— 408 Connell
3659.
Ave.—5679.
Kuphal, Eva (Mrs.), Missoula; Mus. Wilcox, George Heinzman, Sweet
Grass; A.S.—Geol.—So.—219 Brooks
Sp.—500 Daly Ave.—3415,
St.
Larom, Mary Johnson (Mrs.), Mis
soula; Unci. ( 1. r.)—404 McLeod Willig, Frank Jewell, Missoula; A.S —
Fr— R. 3.
Ave— 3152.
Layfield, Robert A., Missoula; A.S — Zeidler, Robert Leo, Plentywood; A.S.
Pre Bus. Ad— So— 1110 Gerald
So.—435 S. 6th St. E— 3621.
Ave— 3233.
Lennes, Nancy, Missoula; Mus Sp—
1325 Gerald Ave.—4742.
Lewis, Olive G., St. Maries, Idaho;
with a Bow and a Rakish Angle.
A.S— Phys. Ed— So— 1434 Gerald
A new tilt to its brim . . . a
Ave.—5328.
sparkling new straw . . . here’s
Lockwood, Glenn Orville, Missoula;
a hat that puts you in a non
A.S— For. Lang—Sr.—401 S. 1st St.
—2490.
chalant mood the minute you
McLanahan, Ann, 819 N. Henry St.,
perch
it at the correct angle.
Butte; A.S.—Fr.—North Hall—3W
Mallon, Andrew, 608 E. 4th St., Ana
conda; For.—Fr.—440 Connell Ave.

Dr. Schenck Speaks
A t Biology Meeting

\Leadership Course
Will Meet Monday

HOME ECONOMICS CLASS
INSPECTS STORAGE PLANT

Missoula yesterday to conduct a oneweek course in leadership of Girl
Scout troops. Twenty-seven women
students, who will receive State Uni
versity certificates of qualification to
teach, have already enrolled in the
class. It will meet for its first session
in the home economics laboratory at
4:15 o’clock Monday afternoon.
"Students who wish to register for
the course, may do so until the end
of the week,” Prof. W. E. Maddock
said. .

company and the Coffee Parlor Tues
day afternoon on their weekly field
trip.
The class inspected th* various cold
storage rooms in the Pacific Fruit
company besides viewing fruits and
vegetables from Oregon, Washington,
California and Florida. A supply of i
fresh dates from Persia aroused con
siderable Interest.
At the Coffee Parlor the students
were shown the kitchen where the
pastry and short orders are prepared.
The storage rooms in the basement
were also shown the class.

Naseby Rhinehart, Mi,waufee „
»fter being out of freshman
ball practice for two week8 ^
The institutional management class
sprained ankle again re p o J V
Olga Carlson, a representative of the under the direction of Monica B.
practice Wednesday evening
Girl Scout organization, arrived in Swearingen, visited the Pacific Fruit

Cooney Schedules
High Wheels—
Student Directory Supplement
Shore Paul Takes Core o’ His
Time for Pictures III Babe
Jlst Like It Was His
For the Winter Quarter, 1932
I
I
Own Flesh and Blood
Sentinel Editor Sets Tuesday for
By Old Timer
What’s them wheels? Wal, loggin
wheels I guess if you mean them
things thet has bin rollin around the
campus fer the past two days pulled
by thet snorter.
Wal, I see you’re a stranger in these
parts, so I’ll shore try to explain ’em.
You see Paul en Babe cum down
from Tall Timber yesterday to attend
the big sociable thet them Forester
fellers is throwin fer Babe on Section
37 in the men’s gymnasium. Course
you ltnowed thet without me atellin
you cause of them footprints around
the campus. See Paul en Babe always
goes on en enspectlon tour soon as
they gits in the city limits.
Wal, yesterday Paul hed to go to
see his big chief down town en he
couldn’t take Babe along, en he didn’t
want to leave her alone with nothing
to muse herself wid. You see Paul
wouldn't do nothin what he thought
Babe wouldn’t like. You kin see by
them footprints round the oval thet
she follers him just like a dog. She’s
just use to It en Paul don’t want her
to git eny bluer then she is already
cuz when thet ox is out o sorts she
goes ahornln into everything en Paul
thinks she might git herself hurt er
somethin else tragic.
Wal, ther ain’t much to ut. He
wouldn’t leave her wid nothin to do
while he wuz gone so he jist up en
tells her to go run along en roll her
hoops. So them big wheels thet Babes
been arollin round the campus is jist
fer to muse her while Paul is busy
en while she is awaitin fer the big
Barn Brawl tonight. Considerate old
cuss, Paul.

Notices
All students having University of
Southern California-Tulane show tick
ets checked out please turn them in at
once’.
B. F. OAKES.

Arthur Roberts spent the week at
his home in Bozeman. He will return
to school Monday.

A Pair of

“R ough Rider*
Cords
To the Chap Who Gives Us tie

8 BEST REASONS
WHY
"ROUGH RIDER” Corduroy
Trousers are the Best tf.oo
Cords Sold in Missoula

Lost—A brown chenille hat.
LOISJANE STEPHENSON
Sunday afternoon, February 7, at 4
o’clock in the Presbyterian church is
the time and place set for the pres
entation of the program by the Mis
soula Choral society. There is no
admission charge.

COME IN . . . examine them
or purchase a pair for a
thorough try-out . . . write
your 8 reasons and bring or
send them in to onr College
Shop.

OAKES WILL TALK
Coach Bernard F. Oakes will talk
to the residents of North and Corbin
halls in the parlors of North hall
Monday night. His talk, the second
in the series being given, is on "Ath
letics and the Building of Christian
Character.” Women from both dorm
itories are invited.

J. Leo Conners, former student at
the State University, arrived yester
Esther and Marion Judge, who grad
day to attend the Forester’s Ball. He uated in 1931, are visiting Mr. and
is a guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa Mrs. Emerson Elderkin during the
house.
week.

CONTEST CLOSES
SATUBDAY, FEBRUARY IS
AT 3 P. M.

M issoola M ercantile
COMPANY

Foods Class Invites
Guests to Breakfast

Malone, Francis, Missoula; A.S.—Pre
Bus. Ad. — So. — Orchard Homes_
5-1672.
Malone, Paul J— 511 S. 35th St„ Bil
lings; A.S.—Fr— 441 Daly Ave.
Mansfield, Michael J., 600 Sixth Ave.
S„ Great Falls; A.S.—Sp.—311 S
6th St. E—3979.
Markin, Edward George, 403 N. Tracy
Bozeman; AS— Biol— Gr—402 s
5th St. E.—4930
Mathews, Edith Marie, Moore- AS —
Pre Bus. Ad— So— 534 S. 4th St. W
—4549.
Mead. Catherine Marie, Miss
—Engl.—So— 720 Hilda A
Messmer, Jack James, Miss
—Fr.—307 E. Front St— 5
Metcalf, Julia M„ Bellflow
A.S—Fr— 50014 E. Front

$ C .O O

For Sports Wear — the new
spring Roll-your-own . . .
black, white and colors.

$1.50
Smith D rugstore
The Busy Corner

MissoulaMerlottle
COMPANY

________________

Copr., 1982, Tbo American Tobacco Co.

THEY'RE DOTTY A BO UT DOTTY
Dorothy Mackalll's

great-great

somethlng-or-other was Bobby
Burns, the famousScotch poet,and
she's as popular In Hollywood
os golf 'nother Scotch Import.
Her favorite pet Is a Brazilian
monkey. You see the monk In the
new FIRST N A TIO N A L PICTURE,
"SAFE IN HELL." Dorothy has
smoked LUCKIES for six years,
and not a cent was paid for her
statement, so we’re making a
sw eeping bow a n d sayin g ,
"Thanks, Dorothy Mackaill."

me Lucky Strike
every time
My throat is all important to me. N o harsh irritants for
yours truly. Give me L U C K Y STRIK E every time. And pat
yourself on the back for your new Cellophane wrapper
with that tab which makes the package so easy to open.”

It's toasted

Your Throat Protection - against irritation.

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that uToasted1 Flavor Ever Fresh
TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE- 60 modem ml
) modem minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose gossip
_______ ° f today becomes the news of, tomorrow,
---------every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday 1evening

